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Italgomma2, founded 40 years ago and now certificated ISO 9001:2008, is the leading 
company in the business of technical-industrial items destined to the F&B, chemical, 
pharmaceutical and cosmetics markets. 
Italgomma2 is specialized in flexible hoses in alimentary rubber or plastic, thermoplastic 
hoses, flexible hoses for medium and high pressures with ad hoc crimped or vulcanized 
fittings, tailor-made hoses, hydraulic components, seals developed from sketches, 
rubber sheets and trims. Products of the highest quality, strong technical expertise, 
high-level service, dedication to the customers’ specific needs, maximum availability to 
meet any special request of out-of-catalogue items: thanks to all this Italgomma2 can 
count among its clients the main Italian F&B companies and keeps acquiring new ones 
from other fast-growing businesses.



PVC HOSES

The large range of Italgomma2 
PVC hoses includes spiraled hoses 

for the conveyance of alimentary 
liquids, for the aspiration of air and 

dusts and for the transportation 
of fuels and waterflat hoses for 

watering and gardening. 
Moreover, Italgomma2 supplies 

protection sheaths for all the above-
mentioned types of hoses.



RUBBER HOSES

The rubber hoses offered 
by Italgomma2 are ideal for 
conveying alimentary products or 
liquids complying with the FDA 
regulation, chemical products, 
hot water or steam, abrasive 
materials, for transporting oils 
and fuels, compressed air, gas, 
water and inert fluids. 
They find application also in the 
field of welding. 

HOSES



SPECIAL HOSES 

Italgomma2 guarantees its customers 
to meet every request of special 

executions of hoses in PVC, rubber 
or hydraulic out of the catalogue 

offer. Special hoses further enlarge 
the Italgomma2 tube range: metallic 
tubes with parallel convolutions and 

continuous wall with no welding, 
composite hoses in polythene and 

PTFE, Teflon hoses with stainless steel 
coating with smooth, convoluted or 

corrugated surface. 
Italgomma2 also realizes special PTFE 

tubes that can be welded directly to 
any type of fitting.



HYDRAULIC HOSES

The Italgomma2 hydraulic hoses, complying with the SAE 100 R1AT R2AT R3 R4 R7 R6 
4SP and 4SH are employed in the world of construction and land motion machines, 

of agricultural machineries, in various industrial sectors and in first equipment.

HOSES



HOSE REELS 

Italgomma2 also offers, in its wide range of products, machines for the 
management, movement and monitoring of fluids and can 

customize, with any kind of flexible hose or accessory, the various 
models of hose reels, among which are the standard, streamline, with 

moving bracket, manual and automatic ones. 

TECHNICAL INDUSTRIAL ITEMS

The range of technical industrial items offered by Italgomma2 includes rubber and 
stainless steel compensators, fittings of all types for compressed air in stainless 
steel or brass, hydraulic fittings, accessories for chemical and petrochemical plants.

INDUSTRIAL 
ITEMS



COUNTER PRODUCTS

At Italgomma2’s it is also possible to 
directly purchase a great variety of 
counter products: 
hose clamps in stainless steel, plastic 
or zinc-coated, Teflon rolls and seals 
in Seaflon™ (expanded P.T.F.E), 
products of the best brands for the 
technical maintenance and cleaning 
of mechanical systems like Saratoga, 
Pattex, Datacol, etc.

SHEETS, PROFILES and ROUND CORDS

Italgomma2’s wide product offer also comprehends a large variety of 
sheets, profiles and round cords. Among the first ones are versions
in rubber for the most common uses, in anti-oil rubber, in white 
alimentary rubber and in Para rubber, which offers great resistance to 
laceration. The profiles, all closed-cell ones, 
come in both adhesive and non-adhesive neoprene or sheets or in round 
cords of different diameters. 



FITTING and VULCANIZATION

Among the various services offered, Italgomma2 boasts a company sector entirely dedicated 
to crimping and vulcanization. The expert technicians excel at assembling and applying fittings 

of any kind to flexible hoses in rubber, Teflon, braided or spiraled, thermoplastic, metallic for 
the conveyance of oil, water, steam and acids in compliance with regulations DIN-UNI-SMS-

BS-ISS-CLAMP-RJT-IDF from 3/16” to 4” for low, high and super-high pressures. Fittings can 
be realized in stainless steel 316 or 304 or in carbon steel, whilst vulcanization implies the 

employment of stainless steel 304 or 316 fittings, always complying with the above-mentioned 
regulations. Italgomma2 also supplies first equipment with the possibility of carrying out trials.  



STOCK MANAGEMENT – KANBAN METHOD 

Italgomma2 has adopted the Kanban method of Lean Manufacturing, which has allowed 
avoiding overproduction, the waste that most affects the performances of a productive 
system, to increase the flexibility of the responses to customers, a superior integration in the 
organizational processes that are harmonically connected to the clients’ requests. 

PLANNING, CONSULTING, TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Italgomma2’s owners, supported by their young, dynamic and highly 
competent staff, put at the customers’ disposal their long-time experience and 
their technical competences, delivering services such as customized planning, 
continuative assistance and bespoke consulting

SERVICES
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ITALGOMMA2 Srl
Via Maestri del lavoro, 5

43044 Lemignano di Collecchio (PR) // Italy
Ph. 0039 (0)521 304313 // Fax 0039 (0)521 304052 

www.italgomma2srl.it // info@italgomma2srl.it 
export@italgomma2srl.it


